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You are a typical fisherman with normal life. As usual, you pack your things and go fishing. You leave your beloved hut. You
pass beautiful beach and sail away. You know what to do exactly. Tired, you decide to take a nap. However, something terrible

happens and suddenly you find yourself alone at an open ocean. Now, everything you took is crucial.

 

  Everything you do has great significance. Dangerous are everywhere and you are your own rudder, sailor and vessel.

 

  Panic is your worst enemy, so you have to be careful. Wrong decisions may cost you life.
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Even though you probably wouldn't think so, plenty of adventures await you on the sea.

 

A good plan is half of the success. The most difficult thing is to use what you have well.

 

In the middle of the ocean, it is difficult to create anything, but if you really want to - you will make it.
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OS: Windows 7
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i really liked this game but it needs a lot more work and because you die sometimes for no real reason i give it a negative sry....
One of the most terribly designed games ever. User interface is absolutely the worst.. One of the most terribly designed games
ever. User interface is absolutely the worst.. Twice I packed the stuff and got lost at sea... Twice I had over half in both hunger
and thirst when my character suddenly decided to die after 10 days. This game lacks tutorial or some sort of explanation to
inform the players how to play or even how they died.. I did not enjoy this game. The gameplay is confusing and doesn't seem
completely functional. The tutorials are not helpful and the food and water systems are completely random. The controls are
weird and getting off the boat to explore means no guarantee of getting back on it again. The game is an interesting concept, but
I can't recommend it in it's current state. It needs some serious work for it to be worth the money you have to pay for it.. Maybe
I don't get this game, but neither does my friend. I'm dying even though my stats are good... Seems very early, might be a decent
game with a ton of polishing. They need to get rid of the mouse wheel selection and go to a normal drop down mouse style. I
guess it's a alright game for under 4 dollars, but it really needs some better interaction and content. The swimming system is also
absolutely stupid. I should say mash a bunch of keys over and over if you walk into the water... I bought this game for decently
cheap in the Autumn sale because I thuroughly enjoyed the premise of the game. I've always wanted a game of this style, the
whole survival at sea, but not many games I've seen have done it the way I specifically wanted, and this game is the closest I've
seen yet. It may be a little buggy, and suffers from some common new developer issues, but I see great potential in this game. I
would love to see it be frequently updated to a point of genuine game-age.
4\/5, minus the single point for general clunkiness, plus the four for the premise and general execution. Well done.
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I did not enjoy this game. The gameplay is confusing and doesn't seem completely functional. The tutorials are not helpful and
the food and water systems are completely random. The controls are weird and getting off the boat to explore means no
guarantee of getting back on it again. The game is an interesting concept, but I can't recommend it in it's current state. It needs
some serious work for it to be worth the money you have to pay for it.. This game could use alot more work on it... This game
could use alot more work on it..

So, what would you take with you on the open sea ?:
The best answers will get a free key 

 for today two winners:
abhishekthapa137: "A cruise ship"
Godwin: " A friend, because a friend in need is a friend indeed ;)"

 next two winners:
FORGOTTEN: "Srebrną taśmę jak Pogromcy Mitów xD Z tego można zrobić wszystko. "
Logan: "A book called "1000 things that you could take for a journey but instead you took that book""

I hope you like them too :). New Update !:
I am very happy for a lot of positive reviews. I know that negative comments about this game were caused by the lack of a
proper tutorial.
I hope that the way I fixed this is more than satisfying.

Thank you and I'm going to have a nice game :D !. Trick or treat:
Feel the Halloween spirit with Halloween update 3:)

. happy christmas !:

I hope your christmas will be as happy as our Hero when somebody rescue him!
I Hope you'll love the way he decorated his house, village and his own boat.
It's just beautiful.
Happy Christmas :) 
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